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PROJECT GOALS
• Establish a big-picture overview of how Bentley students conduct scholarly research
• Assess the overall usability of the EBSCO Academic Search Complete database
including consideraQons like ease of use, lack of confusion, and workﬂow
compaQbility with exisQng student research habits
• Determine how EBSCO Academic Search Complete compares to a main compeQtor
(ProQuest Research Library) in terms of usability, feature oﬀerings, and overall
parQcipant preference
• Original Problem Statement:
“College students have many op9ons when it comes to conduc9ng scholarly research. Given
the array of research databases available through a typical library, where do students start
the research process, what tools do they use in their search, and where do diﬃcul9es arise
during the process? Addi9onally, how do the EBSCO databases available through the
Bentley University Library website compare to those of a major compe9tor (ProQuest), when
it comes to factors like ease of use, success in ﬁnding resources, and the usefulness of
interface-speciﬁc func9onali9es like search and ﬁlter?”
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PROJECT SCOPE
Given the two feature-intensive databases under considera-on, it was important
for UX-GO to limit the scope of the study so as to capture a realis-c workﬂow.
• While both EBSCO and ProQuest oﬀer a number of subject-speciﬁc databases
through the Bentley Library, only the EBSCO Academic Search Complete and
ProQuest Research Library systems were tested.
• UX-GO only tested a subset of funcQonality that overlapped between the two
databases, as will be outlined in the Study Tasks. Any funcQonality not addressed
by parQcipants during task compleQon was therefore out of scope.
• This formaQve study focused exclusively on a small sample of students from
Bentley University, so any staQsQcal analysis that can be applied to a general
populaQon is out of scope.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
• This study consisted of approximately 3 months of work by UX-GO with
conQnued support from the EBSCO team. The following outlines the
Qmeframe for deliverables throughout the project process:
• Project Proposal Submission: February 18, 2015
• Formal Test Plan Submission: March 16, 2015
• Database Expert Review Submission: April 14, 2015
• Usability Tes-ng by UX-GO: April 3 – 10, 2015
• P1: April 3 | P2-P5: April 4 | P6: April 6 | P7: April 9 | P8: April 10
• Final Report Presenta-on to Bentley Class: April 27, 2015
• Final Report Presenta-on to EBSCO: May 5, 2015
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METHODOLOGY & TESTING TOOLS
• 8 par-cipants (all local Bentley students); 60-minute sessions:
• 6 in-person sessions at Bentley University’s User Experience Center using
Morae Usability Sojware and the available tesQng faciliQes
• 2 remote synchronous sessions exclusively through Go-To-MeeQng sojware
• Each member of UX-GO moderated 2 sessions (Mary, Hannah, and Kemal held
in-person sessions while Tracey conducted remote sessions from San Francisco
with Bentley Students in Waltham, MA using Go-To-MeeQng)
• A video reel of notable clips from the study was created using Adobe Premiere
Pro, and will be submiked to EBSCO to emphasize ﬁndings
• EBSCO oﬀered UX-GO three credits for the popular tool UserTes-ng.com, to
try out a short test with anonymous parQcipants outside of Bentley. An
analysis of the ﬁndings from this exercise can be found in Appendix L
• EBSCO provided $50 Amazon Gid Cards as compensaQon for each parQcipant
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TESTING SESSION BREAKDOWN
• Pre-Test Survey: UX-GO administered a pre-test survey to beker understand the
demographics and backgrounds of parQcipants (see Appendix A)
• Part 1 – Qualita-ve Interview Ques-ons: To gain insights into general research
habits, UX-GO started each session with quesQons relaQng to how parQcipants
typically conduct academic research (see Appendix B for the list of quesQons)
• Part 2 – Compara-ve Usability Study Tasks: To comparaQvely analyze the EBSCO
and ProQuest databases, UX-GO tested the same set of tasks on both. To curb
biases due to priming, the order in which parQcipants worked with each database
varied (see Appendix C for the full list of tasks tested). Following the use of each
database, parQcipants completed a SUS ques-onnaire and selected three
adjec-ves from a given list to describe their experiences.
• Part 3 – Wrap-Up: Ajer working with both databases, parQcipants were asked a
series of quesQons to gauge overall database preference (see Appendix B for
these quesQons)
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TARGET USER DESCRIPTIONS
More Novice Researchers:
Students with likle or some academic
research experience. They may have done
a few research papers, but ojen sQll have
quesQons about the tools available
through the Bentley Library.

More Experienced Researchers:
Students who have completed many
research papers during their undergraduate
careers and/or for their graduate work.
They have a high level of familiarity with
various databases and research tools.

These both represent poten@al users of EBSCO Academic Search Complete and ProQuest
Research Library. Therefore, the databases must be easy enough to use for less experienced
researchers, while also robust enough to meet the needs of more experienced researchers.
UX-GO learned through tesQng that many undergraduate students at Bentley are introduced
to the library research services through their professors and courses or even in high school.
While the recruit did not result in any truly novice database users, the parQcipants were
varied in terms of age (19-25 years old), academic level (5 undergrads and 3 graduates),
country of origin, and moderate to high self-proclaimed familiarity with Bentley databases.
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PARTICIPANTS – RECRUITING
• To recruit among Bentley University students, UX-GO distributed a survey
through social media to both Bentley undergraduate and graduate students. UXGO also personally shared the survey with peers not in the HFID program.
• The screener asked a series of quesQons: if the parQcipant currently akended
Bentley, their level of educaQon, when they last conducted a research paper/
project, their level of familiarity with the databases accessed through the
Bentley Library, their major/program, and their favorite class at Bentley.
• UX-GO only accepted parQcipants who are currently students at Bentley and
who had conducted a research paper/project in the last three months.
• UX-GO aimed to get an even spread of parQcipants based on their level of
educaQon, their level of familiarity with the databases, and their major/program.
• Finally, UX-GO assessed parQcipants’ open response answer (their favorite class
at Bentley) in order to determine their level of literacy/openness.
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PARTICIPANTS – GENERAL INFORMATION
Gender Breakdown

Educa-on Level Breakdown

Male

Graduate

Female

Undergraduate

Country of Origin Breakdown
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Na-ve Language Breakdown
Chinese
Telugu
English

Age Breakdown

India

119

U.S.

222

China

323

Trinidad

425
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• A student’s research process ojen begins when there is likle Qme lej to
complete their assignment. During this Qme of urgency, an easy to use and
robust database is key for quick and eﬃcient work.
• While EBSCO currently oﬀers numerous high quality resources, usability issues
can limit the discovery of them. Students also lack knowledge around the best
pracQces of using an academic research database, such as the meaning of
Boolean or when to put mulQple word search terms in quotes.
• In comparison to ProQuest, EBSCO was considered more diﬃcult to use, though
due to its professional appeal and quality of resources, parQcipants believed that
if they could ﬁgure out how to use it, they would.
• By improving its ease of use and by helping students learn how to eﬀecQvely
uQlize academic research databases, EBSCO has the fantasQc opportunity to be a
student’s go-to research database.
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OVERALL USABILITY ANALYSIS
•

There were no show-stopping usability problems. All parQcipants could conduct
and ﬁlter a search with both databases.

•

The key issue UX-GO uncovered related to users being unable to locate or
understand how to uQlize features that would help them to best structure search
queries. As a result, relevant results can be missed, especially with novice users.

•

7 posi-ve features iden-ﬁed in EBSCO, 8 in ProQuest

•

12 usability problems found for EBSCO (see slide 81); 8 for ProQuest (see slide 82)
EBSCO Usability Problems by Severity
CriQcal (4)

Serious (3)

Medium (5)

ProQuest Usability Problems by Severity

Low (0)

4

CriQcal (2)

Serious (1)

Medium (4)

Low (1)

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Homepage

12

Filters

ResultsPage Basic Search General
Page
Naviga-on
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Homepage

Filters

Results Page

KEY POSITIVE FINDINGS – EBSCO
• Professional Look
o

Visual design is appealing and appeared trustworthy to parQcipants

o

Side panel of ﬁlters on Search Results pages is compact and eﬃcient

o

Results seemed more professional/scienQﬁc and therefore more valid

• Par-cipants understood how to move through the workﬂow
o

ParQcipants understood the presence of ﬁlters

o

Ability to change ﬁlters from search results page is easy to understand

o

Abstracts are easy to scan

o

ParQcipants could easily navigate through an organic search

• See Appendix D for supporQng screenshots and informaQon on posiQve ﬁndings
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KEY POSITIVE FINDINGS – PROQUEST
• Easy To Use
o

Placement of ‘related search’ is not obtrusive, is understandable, and
provides useful keyword recommendaQons

o

There are mulQple ways to select a date range (week, month, year, etc.)

o

OpQons to select full text and peer reviewed arQcles are closer to the search
bar and therefore easier to ﬁnd

• Par-cipants understood how to move through the workﬂow.
o

ParQcipants understood the presence of ﬁlters

o

Abstracts are easy to scan

o

ParQcipants could easily navigate through an organic search

o

ParQcipants liked the ‘Search by Subject Area’ opQon

o

Basic Search met parQcipants’ expectaQons

• See Appendix D for supporQng screenshots and informaQon on posiQve ﬁndings
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QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
& STUDENT RESEARCH JOURNEY
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THE STUDENT’S RESEARCH JOURNEY
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THE RESEARCH JOURNEY TIMELINE
In actuality, most of the journey steps illustrated on the previous slide in the
Research Work phase occur in a compacted period of Qme. ParQcipants claimed to
leave themselves at least 25% of the assignment’s duraQon to complete it.

“[for a two month assignment], two weeks before it’s due you
get into the niSy griSy [of research].”

See Appendix E for addiQonal ﬁndings from the QualitaQve Interview QuesQons.
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS ON THE CURRENT JOURNEY
•

•

Students consider research to be a puzzle of determining the correct keywords and the appropriate
database(s) to use. They need this knowledge to successfully structure a search.
•

“It’s frustra9ng to not know which databases are speciﬁcally for what.”

•

“[It’s frustra9ng] when I’m not sure how to structure my search. I would have to change up the wording…
and using the OR [feature] before bought me to another [irrelevant] topic.”

Professor recommenda-ons and library trainings play a big part in students’ usage of academic
databases and how well they use them.
•
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6 of 8 received database recommendaQons from their professors while the other 2 sought
librarian help.

•

Students like when keywords and abstracts are provided within copious and well-organized search
results.

•

Students manage their found resources by downloading and/or prin-ng PDFs. They ojen do not use
or may be unaware of the save features within databases.

•

Google is used to kick oﬀ broad, preliminary searches and to also idenQfy speciﬁc keywords to use in
academic databases.

•

Novice & Expert Users: Overall, there were not notable diﬀerences between undergraduate and
graduate student research habits. However, the graduate parQcipants also happened to all be
internaQonal students, so appeared less familiar with the 2 databases than some of the
undergraduate parQcipants. This speaks to the impact that prior experience can have in shaping
research database usage and mastery, perhaps independent from academic level.
EBSCO USABILITY STUDY REPORT

ANALYSIS OF DATABASE TASKS AND
USABILITY PROBLEMS FOUND
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FINDINGS & USABILITY PROBLEM DISCUSSION
• The following slides discuss ﬁndings from the QualitaQve Interview, Task, and
Wrap-Up porQons of the study. Metrics are considered where appropriate (such
as task compleQon successes and failures). Note that while we originally
anQcipated reporQng number of assists on the part of moderators, assists did
not come up frequently enough in the study to warrant discussion.
• Usability problems idenQﬁed with both databases will be highlighted inline with
the tasks during which the problems appeared. The severity of these problems
will also be discussed, based on the severity scale idenQﬁed on the next slide.
• Upon discussing the usability problems associated with each secQon of the
study, this presentaQon will consolidate all problems found and oﬀer
recommendaQons for how EBSCO should interpret and uQlize the ﬁndings.
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TIE-IN OF EXPERT REVIEW
• UX-GO previously did an Expert Review of both the EBSCO and ProQuest databases
to idenQfy potenQal usability issues. As will be noted in the discussion to follow,
many of these issues also arose with parQcipants during tesQng.
• While the Expert Review ﬁndings were developed with the usability study tasks in
mind, UX-GO was more criQcal of potenQal issues and scruQnized ﬁner details of
each database within that analysis.
• Due to the fact that the usage of each database was limited to around 20 minutes
per parQcipant during tesQng, a considerable amount of issues from the Expert
Review were lej untouched, and fewer usability problems were noted overall.
• However, the Expert Review sQll enabled meaningful insights to be connected back
to the usability study, which helped in part to explain the issues that came up
during tesQng.
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SEVERITY SCALE UTILIZED
• To remain consistent in comparing ﬁndings, UX-GO used the same severity scale
from David Travis as was employed in the previously conducted Expert Review
• 3 ques-ons used to help frame a problem:
1. Does the problem occur on a red route (does it come up frequently or impact a
funcQonality that is criQcal or central to the system)?
2. Is the problem diﬃcult for users to overcome?
3. Is the problem persistent (does it come up several Qmes for a user throughout
their workﬂow)?

•

4 severity categories based on the above ques-ons:
1. Cri-cal Severity: the answer to all 3 quesQons above is “Yes”
2. Serious Severity: the answer to 2 of the 3 quesQons above is “Yes”
3. Medium Severity: the answer to 1 of the 3 quesQons above is “Yes”
4. Low Severity: the answer to all 3 quesQons above is “No”
Severity Scale From: hSp://www.userfocus.co.uk/ar9cles/priori9se.html
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SCENARIO FOR TASKS
• To help parQcipants get into the appropriate mindset for compleQng the tasks
associated with this study, the following scenario was described before the
comparaQve usability task porQon of the session:
•

“In 2 weeks you have a paper due for your elec@ve course, and have decided to do a
detailed report about the Grand Canyon. Your professor suggests that you use the
EBSCO Academic Search Complete (or ProQuest Research Library) database to focus
the scope of your paper and ﬁnd your references.”

• Note: UX-GO spent a lot of Qme considering which topic to use for this
study. To avoid biases and experQse in a parQcular subject maker, a
neutral topic was desirable. “Grand Canyon” was ulQmately selected
because it was a general topic, could be adjusted as desired for the organic
search tendencies of each parQcipant, and resulted in a variety of useful
results on both databases, even when a variety of ﬁlters were applied.
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TASK 1: CONDUCTING A SEARCH
(ORGANIC PROCESS &
BASIC VS. ADVANCED)
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CONDUCTING A SEARCH – TASK DESCRIPTION
• First, UX-GO asked par-cipants to ﬁnd research on the Grand Canyon. The more
speciﬁc tasks associated with this sec-on included:
• “Please browse through the search hits and show me the top two you would
select. As you do so, please tell me what types of informaQon you are
looking for. Why did you select these two sources?”
• “Below the search bar, it says ‘Basic Search.’ What do you think is the
diﬀerence between this opQon and the search bar you just used?”
• “Now, please go ahead and click ‘Basic Search.’ Is this what you
expected to see?”
• “Which one of the two (Advanced or Basic Search) do you typically
prefer, if either?”
• “When would you use the Basic Search over the Advanced Search, or
vice versa?”
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CONDUCTING A SEARCH METRICS - EBSCO
Task/AcQon

Performed Task (Yes)

Did Not Perform Task (No)

Complete the Advanced
Search on the Grand Canyon

8 parQcipants

0 parQcipants

Limited search in some way
without prompQng

6 parQcipants

2 parQcipants

Went past the ﬁrst page of
results (to the second page)

2 parQcipants

6 parQcipants

Felt like Basic Search matched
expectaQons

4 parQcipants

4 parQcipants

Preferred Basic Search over
Advanced Search

5 parQcipants

3 parQcipants

See Appendix F for a more thorough discussion of these ﬁndings,
along with supporQng quotes from parQcipants.
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EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: RELEVANT RESULTS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Many
parQcipants felt as if they were not
generaQng relevant results that
would be helpful for their research.

•

Severity – CriQcal: This is central to
the research process, as students
will only want to use EBSCO if they
feel as if they are generaQng useful
results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Be more clear
about how users can generate
useful results from the beginning –
by using a Boolean search,
quotaQon marks, limiters and
ﬁlters, etc. Oﬀering more accessible
and apparent instrucQons or
descripQons of eﬀecQve search
strategies, for instance, would help
more novice researchers

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: BASIC SEARCH
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Half of the
parQcipants felt like Basic Search
looked too much like Advanced
Search. This screen did not meet
their expectaQons – they were
looking for something more
general. UX-GO noted this potenQal
problem in the Expert Review.

•

Severity – Serious: This problem will
not aﬀect all users, as it did meet
some parQcipants’ expectaQons and
may not be accessed by all users.
However, some will be looking for a
more general search to start with.

•

Recommenda-ons: Simplify this
page further by removing some of
the limiters that are also found on
the Advanced Search page.

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: “SELECT A FIELD”
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•

Problem Descrip-on: One
parQcipant tried to use items in this
dropdown, but then menQoned that
they were confusing and he was not
familiar with many of them. The
“expert nature” of this terminology
is something that UX-GO also
idenQﬁed in the Expert Review.

•

Severity – Medium: Not all users
will encounter this, but those who
do and are not used to these terms
may have trouble applying them to
their search, which could make a
diﬀerence in their results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Simplify the
language in the dropdown or
provide clearer help for users who
do not understand how to use this
feature or what the terms mean.

CONDUCTING A SEARCH METRICS – PROQUEST
Task/AcQon

Performed Task (Yes)

Did Not Perform Task (No)

Complete the Advanced
Search on the Grand Canyon

8 parQcipants

0 parQcipants

Limited search in some way
without prompQng

4 parQcipants

4 parQcipants

Went past the ﬁrst page of
results (to the second page)

1 parQcipants

7 parQcipants

Felt like Basic Search matched
expectaQons

8 parQcipants

0 parQcipants

Preferred Basic Search over
Advanced Search

4 parQcipants

2 parQcipants
*2 had no preference

See Appendix F for a more thorough discussion of these ﬁndings,
along with supporQng quotes from parQcipants.
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PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: RELEVANT RESULTS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: As with
EBSCO, many parQcipants felt as if
they were not generaQng relevant
results that would be helpful for
their research.

•

Severity – CriQcal: This is central to
the research process - users will
only use ProQuest if they feel as if
they are generaQng useful results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Be more clear
about how users can generate
useful results from the beginning –
by using a Boolean search,
quotaQon marks, limiters and
ﬁlters, etc. Oﬀering more accessible
and apparent instrucQons or
descripQons of eﬀecQve search
strategies, for instance, would help
more novice researchers

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: “SEARCH IN” FIELDS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: One
parQcipant noted that the “Search
In” drop-down opQons used to
target a primary search query “didn’t
mean anything” to him. Other
parQcipants who tried using these
were not always successful in
ﬁltering their search as desired.

•

Severity – Medium: This is a
prominent feature in the main
search process. While it could make
a notable diﬀerence in a search
query for some users, it may not be
clear why or how best to uQlize it.

•

Recommenda-ons: Simplify the
language in the dropdown and/or
provide clearer instrucQons of what
this feature does and how it can help
users with their search.

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: SEARCH SYNTAX
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•

Problem Descrip-on: When users
select a “Related Search” opQon,
the search bar populates with text
that is formaked using search
query syntax. One parQcipant said
that although they were
interested in using this feature,
they did not understand what this
text meant.

•

Severity – Medium: Although not
all users will use this funcQonality
and they can overcome it by
copying and pasQng the search
query text, this can cause
confusion and slow workﬂows.

•

Recommenda-ons: If possible,
use less technical syntax, so that
users will understand how related
searches are conducted.

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: DOCUMENT ICONS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: One
parQcipant pointed out that she
was not familiar with all the
resource type icons. This was
addressed in the Expert Review.

•

Severity – Low: This severity was
downgraded from the Expert
Review, considering that it only
came up with one parQcipant, and
she was able to overcome the
problem by clicking through to
the resource.

•

Recommenda-ons: Consider
labeling these icons so that users
don’t need to quesQon the type of
resource they are clicking into.

CONDUCTING A SEARCH: SUMMARY & COMPARISON
• Overall, parQcipants illustrated that they were at least somewhat experienced
when performing searches. All parQcipants menQoned ﬁltering searches without
being prompted, and some did this on their own.
• ParQcipants expressed that they want to quickly scan results to ﬁnd what they are
looking for. This was done with abstracts, Qtles, summaries, and keywords.
• “I generally read the abstract ﬁrst to see if it’s a topic I relate to.”
• Most parQcipants expect to ﬁnd relevant results on the ﬁrst result page.
• ParQcipants seem to want a more basic opQon when starQng a research project.
The Basic Search oﬀered by ProQuest beker met parQcipant expectaQons over that
oﬀered by EBSCO.
• ParQcipants expressed frustraQon when they came across results that did not
match their search criteria. In some cases, they were confused as to where their
keyword terms would show up in the resource.
• In both databases, parQcipants had trouble ﬁnding relevant results, which
demonstrates that they do not truly understand how to structure searches.
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TASK 2: FILTERED SEARCH
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FILTERED SEARCH – TASK DESCRIPTION
•

First, par-cipants were asked for the meanings of the following terms
and phrases within their visual context:
• Boolean
• AND and OR next to search bars
• Interlibrary Loan
• Search for a Full-Text Copy of this item (EBSCO only)
• Find @ Bentley (ProQuest only)

•

Then, par-cipants were asked to ﬁnd and iden-fy resources that:
• Have been evaluated by other academics in the ﬁeld
• Are dated between 1995 and 2015
• Come from the U.S. NaQonal Park Service
• Are fully and immediately accessible (i.e. Full Text HTML or PDF)
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FILTERED SEARCH METRICS – BOTH DATABASES
Task / AcQon

EBSCO

ProQuest

P

PWD

F

P

PWD

F

Filtered dates to 1995 – 2015 range

7

1

0

6

2

0

Narrowed search to only “Scholarly Journals” /
“Peer-Reviewed” sources

6

2

0

6

2

0

Filtered for sources from the US NaQonal Park
Service*

3

2

3

4

1

3

P

= pass

PWD

= pass with diﬃculty

F

= fail

*UX-GO believes that the fail rate of this task would have been lower if the presenta9on of the ques9on made it
clearer that the US Na9onal Park Service is not a publica9on, but rather an organiza9on (some par9cipants
seemed to think that it was a magazine 9tle). S9ll, the numbers are telling that the more complex ﬁlters can be
diﬃcult to ﬁnd, even when a user has a company’s full name to search with.
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FILTERED SEARCH FINDINGS – BOTH DATABASES
•

Both Databases
• 7 of 8 knew the meaning of Interlibrary Loan
• 8 of 8 parQcipants quickly spoked which sources they have full access to
• 6 of 8 parQcipants easily spoked the date ﬁlters
• More speciﬁc ﬁlters like “Company” were diﬃcult to ﬁnd
• Some had diﬃculty locaQng the Scholarly (Peer-reviewed) Journal checkboxes
• The purpose of AND/OR was generally understood, but parQcipants were not
conﬁdent in their understanding

•

EBSCO
• 6 of 8 parQcipants did not know the meaning of Boolean
• 4 of 8 did not understand what “Search for a Full-Text Copy of the ArQcle” means

•

ProQuest
• 6 of 8 understood what Find @ Bentley means
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EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: BOOLEAN MEANING
•

Problem Descrip-on: Because
users are unaware of the term’s
meaning, they are missing out on
the fundamental way in which
searches are structured.

•

Severity – CriQcal: This is central to
compleQng a successful search for
all users.

•

Recommenda-ons: Deﬁne
Boolean explicitly prior to the
user’s iniQal search or make the
deﬁniQon more available.

•

Related Quotes:
• “I know it’s a math term, but
nothing more.”
• “I’ve never seen that word before.”
• “I have no clue. Maybe it’s a
colloquialism?”
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EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: “SORTING”
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Some users
seemed unsure how their search
results were organized, and some
thought their results were
irrelevant to their search.
However, few noted that search
results are sorted by “Date
Newest” by default, not by
“Relevance.”

•

Severity – CriQcal: This appears on
all search hit pages (red route &
persistent), may not be overcome
or realized, and could greatly
impact perceived uQlity of results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Consider
labeling this drop-down list as
“Sort By” or a more recognizable
term, and change the default
sorQng state to “Relevance”

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: SCHOLARLY (PEERREVIEWED) JOURNAL CHECKBOX
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Some
parQcipants faced diﬃculty when
trying to locate these checkboxes.

•

Severity – Serious: This is central
to compleQng a successful search
that yields high quality and full
access results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Place the
checkboxes or opQons closer to
the text search boxes.

•

Quote:
• “I really liked in ProQuest
[that] the op9on for…peerreview was much closer to the
search bar…was just an easy
checkbox…[this] wasn’t as
aSen9on-grabbing in EBSCO.”

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: FINDING SPECIFIC FILTERS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Users
experienced a higher incidence
of diﬃculty ﬁnding the ﬁlter that
would enable them to ﬁnd
resources from the U.S. NaQonal
Park Service (i.e. ﬁltering by
“Company” or “OrganizaQon”)

•

Severity – Medium: This will not
impact all users and may not be
persistent, but users may fail at
reaching their goal if they are
unable to locate the ﬁlters
needed to do a successful search.

•

Recommenda-ons: Improve
communicaQon regarding what
diﬀerent ﬁlters do, and improve
ﬁndability.

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: “SEARCH FOR A
FULL-TEXT COPY” OF THE ARTICLE FEATURE
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Only half
the users understood what this
feature does, which is an issue if a
user is confused about how to
gain access to a source they can’t
immediately view through EBSCO.

•

Severity – Medium: This appears
on all search hit pages (it is
persistent), but it may not impact
all users and they can overcome
the problem by clicking through to
hopefully learn more.

•

Recommenda-ons: Clearly
communicate what this feature
does with a help Qp so users know
to take advantage of it, rather
than ignore it.

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: LANGUAGE FILTER
•

Problem Descrip-on: The language ﬁlter is
especially useful for internaQonal students,
though one parQcipant didn’t see it iniQally.

•

Severity – Medium: Although not all users
will need this, being able to ﬁlter by
language could be a notable asset – and a
barrier to proper usage – for many students.

•

Recommenda-ons: Oﬀer an explanaQon
around the various features available that
can assist non-naQve English speakers
(including the ability to change the language
of the whole system), rather than
embedding features within the dense ﬁlters.

•

Related Quote:
“The outlay [of EBSCO] was complex… I really
need to see everything [the ﬁlters]… I did not
see the Languages before… I think most people
just directly go through the search and don’t
really go through the op9ons”
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PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: “SORTING”
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•

Problem Descrip-on: As with
EBSCO, search hits are sorted by
“Date Newest” as a default, not by
“Relevance.” This likely contributed
to quesQons regarding relevance of
search results.

•

Severity – CriQcal: This appears on
all search hit pages (red route &
persistent), may not be overcome or
realized, and could greatly impact
perceived uQlity of results.

•

Recommenda-ons: While the large
“Sort” bukon is clearer than with
EBSCO, the feature is far to the right
of the search results, so may not be
noQced. Consider moving this
immediately above the search
results, and change the default
sorQng state to “Relevance.”

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: SCHOLARLY (PEERREVIEWED) JOURNAL CHECKBOXES
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Some
parQcipants faced diﬃculty when
trying to locate these checkboxes,
though they were overall easier to
spot here in comparison to
EBSCO.

•

Severity – Serious: This is central
to compleQng a successful search
that yields high quality and full
access results.

•

Recommenda-ons: Place the
checkboxes or opQons even closer
to the text search boxes and make
them more prominent.

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: FINDING FILTERS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Users
experienced a higher incidence
of diﬃculty ﬁnding the ﬁlter that
would enable them to ﬁnd
resources from the U.S. NaQonal
Park Service (i.e. ﬁltering by
“Company” or “OrganizaQon”).

•

Severity – Medium: This will not
impact all users and may not be
persistent, but users may fail at
reaching their goal if they are
unable to locate the ﬁlters
needed to do a successful search.

•

Recommenda-ons: Improve
communicaQon regarding what
diﬀerent ﬁlters do, and consider
improving ﬁndability.

PROQUEST USABILITY PROBLEM: HELP TIP ICONS
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•

Problem Descrip-on: Orange icons
seem clickable but aren’t and are
not responsive when hovered over.

•

Severity – Medium: Although not
all users will use this funcQon,
those who will want quick help and
might give up if the icon is nonresponsive.

•

Recommenda-ons: Increase
responsiveness of these icons.

•

Related Quote:
• “I wanted to click on [the
orange “i” icons], I was thinking
if I put my cursor over it, that a
box would pop up but it didn’t
do anything…”

FILTERED SEARCH: SUMMARY
• The term Boolean is unfamiliar to the majority of users; this impedes their ability to
use the database as eﬀecQvely as they could.
• In addiQon to Boolean, other words or phrases are unfamiliar or only vaguely
understood by users such as AND, OR, Field, Field Codes, and “Search for a Full-text
Copy of this ArQcle.” Provide nearby and accessible guidance in these instances.
• Key ﬁltering elements like the Scholarly (Peer-Reviewed) Journals checkboxes are
not easily located and are slightly easier to locate in ProQuest. Consider making the
checkboxes more prominent and place them in closer proximity to the search bars.
• Many parQcipants could not discover how to narrow their search to only show
results from the US NaQonal Park Service. Reconsider communicaQon,
presentaQon, and organizaQon of the more complex ﬁlters like “Company” and
“Language.”
• Overall, the database must increase users’ awareness of the many features it oﬀers
and how to use them via help Qps and revised user interface designs in order for
the student to return relevant search results.
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TASK 3: SAVING RESEARCH
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SAVING RESEARCH – TASK DESCRIPTION
• ParQcipants were asked to show how they would save the resources they found
in each database. During tesQng, this quesQon was adjusted for 4/8 parQcipants
to “keep track of resources,” to see if the word “save” was suspect of wordmatching. The results did not vary signiﬁcantly between the two wordings.
• UX-GO originally developed this quesQon in part to see if parQcipants would
noQce EBSCO’s “Folder” feature, which mandates that users create an account in
order to save resources in the database rather than exporQng ﬁles locally to their
computer. ProQuest oﬀers a similar “My Research” tool.
• EBSCO later idenQﬁed that they are aware of the unpopularity of the folder
feature, though were sQll curious to see what other saving opQons parQcipant
were inclined to use.
• A brief summary of the ﬁndings from this task are included in the slides to follow,
while a full table including the responses from each parQcipant are contained in
Appendix G.
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SAVING RESEARCH METRICS - EBSCO
• 5/8 parQcipants said that they could download a PDF of the resource
• 4/8 parQcipants menQoned saving the resource digitally (either
bookmarking or emailing themselves a resource link/bibliography)
• 2/8 parQcipants used the “Save” bukon on a detailed record page
• 2/8 parQcipants used the “Add to Folder” feature;
• Ajer being probed about, 1 parQcipant indicated that they
didn’t consider using this because it wasn’t clear what “Add to
Folder” meant. Another probed parQcipant said they
remember trying it it in the past and have diﬃculQes using it
• 1 parQcipant found this feature later in the study, and said he
would consider trying it
• 2/8 parQcipants selected the “Save Searches/Alerts” opQon for
saving an overall search versus an individual resource
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SAVING RESEARCH DISCUSSION - EBSCO
• ParQcipants indicated a number of diﬀerent ways they would save their
research using the EBSCO database, some noQng mulQple methods.
• There were 2 general workﬂows – some uQlized features for saving ﬁles oﬄine,
others uQlized methods for saving online, and some idenQﬁed an interest in
both methods.
• A number of parQcipants explored the “Folder” and “Save Searches/Alerts”
opQons, noQng that while they didn’t understand what it was iniQally, they
would be interested in trying it out and could recognize the convenience that
an account service could oﬀer in managing resources.
• Quote from a parQcipant, in response to whether or not she would use the
Folder feature ajer being probed to explore it:
• “I probably would if I knew about it… it didn’t really click to me as anything
that pertains to me – it just says ‘Folder’…”
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EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: FOLDER FEATURE
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•

Problem Descrip-on: As idenQﬁed
in the Expert Review, the purpose
of the Folder feature is not clearly
communicated, and confusion
arose during tesQng, despite the
fact that parQcipants showed
interest in the funcQonality.

•

Severity – Serious: UX-GO
maintains that this is a serious
problem, given that it is persistent
and could impact many users.

•

Recommenda-ons: Make it
clearer what the Folder feature
does, so that users don’t need to
click through to ﬁgure it out.
Perhaps a clearer and more
personally-applicable label would
encourage more rapid
understanding and usage.

EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: SHARE BUTTON
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•

Problem Descrip-on: When looking
for ways to save a resource, one
parQcipant noted that she saw this
“Share” bukon, but didn’t think it
was related to saving a resource,
even though it is.

•

Severity – Medium: The “Share”
opQon oﬀers a primary way to save
and manage resources from this part
of the system, so this could impact a
key point in a user’s workﬂow.

•

Recommenda-ons: Consider
labeling this bukon “Save & Share”
or something similar to make users
aware of their saving opQon.
Furthermore, beker promoQng the
social media icons within “Share”
could be an opportunity for EBSCO
to be more compeQQve with groupminded tools like Google Docs.

SAVING RESEARCH METRICS - PROQUEST
• 5/8 parQcipants said that they would download a PDF of the resource (either
through the Full-Text PDF link or through the “Export/Save” opQon).
• 4/8 parQcipants noted the “Save to My Research” link, a features similar to
EBSCO’s “Folder” opQon.
• 2/8 parQcipants selected the “Save Search” opQon for saving an overall search
versus an individual resource.
• 2/8 parQcipants indicated that they would bookmark or email themselves a URL.
• Overall, no notable usability problems were idenQﬁed for ProQuest in this task.
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SAVING RESEARCH DISCUSSION – PROQUEST
• As was the case with EBSCO, parQcipants opted to save resources both
externally and internally to ProQuest, either by downloading a PDF or exploring
the “Save to My Research” and “Save Search” opQons. Some parQcipants noted
that they may use a number of diﬀerent methods.
• Two -mes as many par-cipants found the “Save to My Research” op-on in
ProQuest on their own, versus ﬁnding EBSCO’s comparable “Folder” opQon on
their own. One proposed reason for this is because the “Save to My Research”
text is prominent and adjacent to other saving opQons, and therefore more
readily ﬁts into the users’ natural workﬂow.
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SAVING RESEARCH TASK: SUMMARY & COMPARISON
• Overall, it was clear that users seek diﬀerent opQons for saving and managing their
resources. Therefore, the variety of oﬀerings available in each database are good,
in that they support the needs of many users.
• EBSCO indicated that their Folder feature is not popular, however a number of
parQcipants either found it on their own or noted an interest in using it ajer being
probed. When compared to ProQuest, the link to the main Folder opQon in EBSCO
is out of the user’s natural workﬂow, and it is unclear what the “Folder” label and
icon actually mean. Clarifying what this feature does and making it both more
acQonable and applicable to the user’s workﬂow could lead to enhanced usage.
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Database Wrap-Up:

One thing you would change
about each database and why.
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“ONE THING YOU WOULD CHANGE” DISCUSSION
• 4 of 8 par-cipants indicated that they would change the “Search History
Alerts” area of EBSCO, calling it “frustraQng, “unclear” and that there is “too
much going on” in this area. Some parQcipants misunderstood this secQon to
be akin to the “Related Search” area in ProQuest, not realizing that it contains
a summary of all the searches that the user previously conducted.
• No two parQcipants indicated that they would change the same thing about
ProQuest, and 2 of the 8 comments pertained to aestheQc consideraQons (i.e.
color preference) as opposed to usability issues. This underscores the
signiﬁcance that half of the parQcipants would change the same thing about
EBSCO, and the existence of a noteworthy usability problem.
• For a full list of parQcipant responses this this quesQon (for both EBSCO and
ProQuest), see Appendix H.
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EBSCO USABILITY PROBLEM: SEARCH HISTORY
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•

Problem Descrip-on: As idenQﬁed in
the Expert Review, the “Search
History” list on search results pages
expands with each search, pushing
down the list of resources. The
disorienQng nature of this feature
was noted in the usability study.

•

Severity – CriQcal: UX-GO maintains
that this problem is criQcal, in that it
impedes a primary task (i.e. search)

•

Recommenda-ons: In the Expert
Review, UX-GO recommended
making it easier for the user to hide
this feature. Beyond this, given that
a number of parQcipants didn’t
understand what this secQon is
showing, oﬀering greater
clariﬁcaQon about its purpose may
help to increase its uQlity.

Database Wrap-Up:

System Usability Scale (SUS)
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SUS SCORE – BY STATEMENT
Statement

EBSCO

ProQuest

I think that I would like to use this research database frequently. (+)

32

29

I found the research database unnecessarily complex. (-)

22

18

I thought the research database was easy to use. (+)

28

35

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this research
database. (-)

15

12

I found the various funcQons in this research database were well integrated. (+)

30

29

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this research database. (-)

16

19

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this research database very quickly. (+)

24

29

I found the research database very cumbersome to use. (-)

21

16

I felt very conﬁdent using the research database. (+)

27

31

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this research database. (-)

23

19

indicates the beker score of the two
Note: For posi9ve statements, higher scores are desired. For nega9ve statements, lower scores are desired.
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SUS SCORE – OVERALL FINDINGS PER DATABASE
• According to a study* that analyzed SUS scores from 500 past studies, a good
approximaQon of the average SUS score is 68. EBSCO fell slightly below this
number (at 63.75), while ProQuest ranked slightly above it (71.56).

• However, although ProQuest was considered generally easier to use, EBSCO
scored higher on the statement: “I think that I would like to use this research
database frequently.”
• See Appendix I for addiQonal SUS ﬁndings and a list of the quesQons asked
*Study Reference: hSp://www.measuringu.com/products/SUSpack
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Database Wrap-Up:

If you could pick three adjec9ves
to describe your overall experience
with this database, what would they be?
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POST-TEST SURVEYS: 3 ADJECTIVES
• At the conclusion of the tasks for each database, UX-GO asked parQcipants to
choose 3 adjecQves that they felt best described the given system.
• EBSCO recommended this exercise as a useful way to garner unique insights and
help shed light on parQcipant preferences in the compeQQve analysis.
• To make this data easier to analyze, UX-GO gave parQcipants a list of 30 words to
choose from (rather than selecQng their own arbitrary words), and turned these
results into word clouds for both the EBSCO and ProQuest databases.
• The 30 words were derived from the Microsoj Product ReacQon Cards. UX-GO
selected those words that were perceived as the most relevant to the databases
at hand, including 15 words deemed “posiQve” and 15 deemed “negaQve.” The
full list of words is in Appendix J.
• RestricQng the word count enabled UX-GO to more readily idenQfy trends in
word selecQon, given that parQcipants were limited to selecQng their top 3.
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EBSCO – ADJECTIVE RATIONALE
• Of the 30 adjec-ves oﬀered, the top 5 selected most frequently included:
1. Accessible
2. Complex
3. Professional
4. Organized
5. Time-consuming
• Of these ﬁve words, three are commonly seen as “posiQve,” while two are
commonly seen as “negaQve.”
• When asked, par-cipants clariﬁed why they chose these words:
• ParQcipants chose the posiQve words because it was clear how to access
the informaQon once it was found and because the complexity gives it
the appearance that it would ﬁt a professionals’ needs.
• ParQcipants chose ‘complex’ because they didn’t feel the ﬁlters were
necessary on Basic Search.
• ParQcipants chose ‘Qme-consuming’ because of the nature of the
database - it would take them some Qme to ﬁnd the right results and to
accomplish their research goals.
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EBSCO – WORD CLOUD
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PROQUEST – ADJECTIVE RATIONALE
• Of the 30 adjec-ves oﬀered, the top 4 selected most frequently included:
1. Understandable
2. Clean
3. Accessible
4. Consistent
• Of these four words, all are commonly seen as “posiQve.”
• When asked, par-cipants clariﬁed why they chose these words:
• ParQcipants chose these posiQve words because they thought the
research process was straigh}orward. Some parQcipants also expressed
a liking for the visual design of ProQuest, and the fact that the layout
helped them to complete their tasks.
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PROQUEST – WORD CLOUD
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Overall Wrap-Up:

General preferences between
the two databases.
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OVERALL WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
• Ajer UX-GO completed the interview quesQons and tasks, parQcipants were
asked 6 more quesQons before ending the session, in order to really capture
the comparaQve element of the analysis:
1. Between the two databases you worked with today, which one do you
prefer overall and why?
2. Which was easier to use? Why?
3. Which one enabled you to beker complete your research objecQves when
studying the Grand Canyon?
4. Are there parQcular features you liked in one over the other? Why?
5. Which did you ﬁnd more visually appealing? Why?
6. How would either of these databases ﬁt into your future research workﬂow?
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WRAP-UP QUESTIONS – RELEVANT METRICS
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Ques-on

EBSCO

ProQuest

Both Databases

Overall Preferred
Database

3 parQcipants

5 parQcipants

N/A

ComparaQve Ease of
Use

2 parQcipants

6 parQcipants

N/A

Beker Achieve Grand
Canyon Research
ObjecQves

4 parQcipants

2 parQcipants

(2 parQcipants didn’t
have Qme for this)

ComparaQve Visual
Appeal

4 parQcipants

4 parQcipants

N/A

Preference for Future
Use

2 parQcipants

2 parQcipants

4 parQcipants
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RELATED WRAP-UP QUOTES OF INTEREST
• EBSCO – more professional but more complex
• “EBSCO was more useful but ProQuest was easier”
• “I feel [in] ProQuest I created my parameters more, but maybe they weren’t
correct, while EBSCO I feel like I got more stuﬀ from the parameters I created.”
• “EBSCO was too professional. ProQuest looked easier to use.”
• ProQuest – more approachable, user-friendly
• “Less complex” (Simplicity of search bar)
• “Oﬀers more op9ons” (Filtering opQons)
• “The design is clear and organized, and easy to preview”
• For a full list of quotes and more thorough analysis of feedback gathered from
the wrap-up por-on of the study, see Appendix K
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DISCUSSION OF WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
• Overall, while parQcipants felt that EBSCO was more complex and diﬃcult to use,
they felt it was more professional and allowed them to beker achieve their Grand
Canyon research objecQves, such as ﬁnding scienQﬁc vs. editorialized results.
• While parQcipants found EBSCO’s visual design to be more professional and
appealing in terms of color and simplicity, some parQcipants expressed that the 2
wide column format of EBSCO’s Advanced Search page was demanding to read.
AlternaQvely, the narrow single column of ﬁlters on ProQuest’s Advanced Search
page was more approachable and aﬀorded a more linear reading process.
• Please see the screenshots on the following slide to note the disQncQon between
the layouts of these interfaces.
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WRAP-UP SECTION DISCUSSION (IMAGES)

It was noted that the 2-column layout of search ﬁlters in EBSCO was harder to read, especially on a
wide screen (too much scanning). Alterna9vely, the single column of ﬁlters in ProQuest was easier
to follow along, perhaps contribu9ng to the no9on that ProQuest was easier to use overall.
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WRAP-UP SECTION DISCUSSION (CONTINUED)
• An important ﬁnding was that parQcipants who had used one of the databases in
the past were more inclined to prefer that database overall. For instance, those
who had worked with EBSCO in high school sQll prefer using it in college. This
suggests that forming an early relaQonship with students is something worthwhile
for EBSCO to focus on.
• Users who favored EBSCO stated that they thought the search results were more
relevant to their objecQves when compared to the results from ProQuest. Yet users
who favored ProQuest over EBSCO menQoned the same thing. However, few users
realized throughout the test that, due to default se~ngs, their search results in
both databases were always sorted by “Newest” not by “Relevance.” This suggests
that both databases should consider the importance of how results are sorted.
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WRAP-UP SECTION: PRIOR KNOWLEDGE & BIASES
• ParQcipants who had no past experience with either EBSCO or ProQuest preferred
ProQuest. ParQcipants who had prior experience with just one database chose that
database as their preference. This strongly suggests that previous exposure or
training plays into preference and that ProQuest is easier for newer users to grasp.
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ParQcipant #

Preferred Database

First Database Tested

Used E or PQ before?

1

PQ

E

No

2

E

PQ

E

3

PQ

E

PQ

4

PQ

PQ

No

5

E

E

E & PQ

6

PQ

PQ

E & PQ

7

PQ

E

No

8

E

E

E
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Study Conclusions &
Recommenda@ons
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SUMMARY OF USABILITY PROBLEMS – EBSCO
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Problem

Severity

Slide

Relevance of Search Results

CriQcal

Slide 27

Confusion Regarding Term “Boolean”

CriQcal

Slide 40

Search Results SorQng Unclear

CriQcal

Slide 41

“Search History” SecQon Placement & Confusion

CriQcal

Slide 62

Confusion Over Basic Search

Serious

Slide 28

Lack of CommunicaQon Regarding “Folder” Feature

Serious

Slide 55

Hard to Find Scholarly (Peer-Reviewed) Journal Checkbox

Serious

Slide 42

Lack of Clarity Surrounding “Select a Field” Dropdown

Medium

Slide 29

Finding Speciﬁc Filters (Company)

Medium

Slide 43

Misunderstanding of “Search for Full-Text Copy”

Medium

Slide 44

Finding the “Language” Filter

Medium

Slide 45

Lack of Clarity Surrounding “Share” Bukon

Medium

Slide 56
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SUMMARY OF USABILITY PROBLEMS – PROQUEST
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Problem

Severity

Slide

Relevance of Search Results

CriQcal

Slide 31

Search Results SorQng Unclear

CriQcal

Slide 46

Hard to Find Scholarly (Peer-Reviewed) Journal Checkbox

Serious

Slide 47

“Search In Fields” Drop-Down Menu Confusion

Medium

Slide 32

Expert Terminology – “Related Search” Syntax

Medium

Slide 33

Finding Speciﬁc Filters (Company/OrganizaQon)

Medium

Slide 48

Orange Help-Tip Icons – Clumsy InteracQon

Medium

Slide 49

Unclear “Document Type” Icons

Low

Slide 34
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USABILITY PROBLEM OVERLAP WITH EXPERT REVIEW
• Of the usability problems found during tesQng, many overlap with those idenQﬁed
in UX-GO’s Expert Review. This reinforces the seriousness of the idenQﬁed
problems. With respect to EBSCO, some examples of these include:
• Lack of clarity surrounding “Folder” feature for saving ﬁles
• Confusing similarity between Basic and Advanced Search
• Unawareness of the meaning of “Boolean” phrasing
• The intrusiveness of the “Search History” window
• One notable issue UX-GO underesQmated is the primary sor-ng mechanism, given
that the perceived irrelevance of search results users expressed might have been
related to how searches are sorted by “Date Newest” as a default rather than
“Relevance.” UX-GO has opted to upgrade this problem to “CriQcal” severity,
because it can greatly impact not only the success of a user’s research experience
but also their percepQon of a database overall.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
• In the research process, saving and sharing research with group members is
important. Many students menQoned Google Docs, which is a tool that works for
them. If EBSCO can emulate some of these qualiQes and beker integrate a social
element to doing research, they could become more compeQQve on this front.
• Students appear loyal to databases they are comfortable with. From a
compeQQve standpoint, EBSCO may ﬁnd it beneﬁcial to conQnue creaQng
relaQonships with high schools, universiQes, and professors, who all play a role in
shaping how students learn about scholarly research databases.
• Given that EBSCO was considered more professional and complex than ProQuest,
it may not as readily appeal to novice users. Adding more visible contextual Qps
or general system instrucQons to walk users through the search process could
enable more novice researchers to conduct faster and more successful searches.
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CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED)
• Overall, students want to be able to complete both basic and high level searches,
depending on how far along in the search process they are.
• It is important to keep in mind that students start research quite close to
their due date, so these two types of searches will likely be happening close
together. Students prefer to start broad with a Basic Search, in order to ﬁnd
relevant keywords. They then use these keywords to perform a more
Advanced Search. Improving the accessibility and disQncQveness of the Basic
Search page in the EBSCO database would therefore be advisable.
• It is also important to note that students become confused and frustrated when
their search results don’t meet their expectaQons. Oﬀering clearer instrucQons on
the types of searches being conducted (i.e. Boolean) and how students can best
structure their queries will ensure that users are able to uQlize these databases to
their fullest potenQal.
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THANK YOU! QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

EBSCO Logo: hkp://ww1.prweb.com/prﬁles/2008/02/21/184217/ehostPortal.png
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Pre-Test Survey QuesQons
Appendix B: QualitaQve Interview QuesQons
Appendix C: Usability Study Tasks
Appendix D: PosiQve Findings Screenshots
Appendix E: QualitaQve Interview Findings
Appendix F: Detailed Findings from Task 1 (CompleQng a Search)
Appendix G: Detailed Findings from Task 3 (Saving Research)
Appendix H: “One Thing You Would Change” about Each Database
Appendix I: SUS QuesQonnaire & AddiQonal Findings
Appendix J: “Top 3 AdjecQves” – Word List and Analysis
Appendix K: Database Wrap-Up – Detailed Analysis & Quotes
Appendix L: UserTesQng.com Mini-Study
Appendix M: Video Reel from TesQng Sessions
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APPENDIX A - PRE-TEST SURVEY QUESTIONS
•
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In order to beker understand the perspecQves and nuances of recruited
parQcipants, UX-GO emailed a pre-test survey to be completed in advance of
the study sessions. ParQcipants were asked to share the following pieces of
informaQon, though were also informed that they did not have to answer any
quesQons they might not feel comfortable with:
•

Gender

•

Age

•

NaQve Language and Country of Origin

•

Undergraduate or Graduate Student

•

Graduate Program or Major/Minor

•

Date of enrollment at Bentley

•

AnQcipated date of graduaQon from Bentley

•

Current employment status (including full or part-Qme student)
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APPENDIX A - PRE-TEST SURVEY FEEDBACK
Bentley
Database
Familiarity
(1-7 scale)

2015

4

2011

6

ParQcipant
Number

Name

Gender

Age

NaQve Language

Country of
Origin

P1

Bhaskar

Male

23

Telugu

India

P2

Alexandra

Female

22

English

U.S.

P3

Emily

Female

22

English

U.S.

BS, MarkeQng

2011

6

P4

Lu

Female

22

Chinese

China

MS, Finance

2014

6

P5

Brandon

Male

22

English

U.S.

BS, Finance

2011

7

2013

5

2015

4

2012

5

P6

Rosemarie

Female

19

English

U.S.

P7

Karthik

Male

25

Telugu

India

P8

Mathias

Male

19

English

Trinidad

• All full-Qme students at Bentley
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Major/
Program

Year of
Enrollment
@ Bentley

MS, MarkeQng
AnalyQcs
BS, Computer
InformaQon Systems

BS, InformaQon
Design & Corporate
CommunicaQon
MS, InformaQon
Technology
BS, MarkeQng

APPENDIX B: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
UX-GO started each hour-long study session with the following ques-ons rela-ng
to exis-ng par-cipant research habits.
•
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Please tell me about your last research paper:
•

What was it about?

•

Please esQmate how much Qme was given between when the assignment was given and the due date. How
soon did you start the research process before the due date?

•

What was the ﬁrst step you took to start the research process?

•

How did you ﬁnd scholarly sources to help write the paper?
•

Is this typically how you conduct scholarly research?

•

If not, how do you normally conduct research when you write papers?

•

How did you ﬁnd out about the resources that you used?

•

Do you remember anything especially posiQve or negaQve about your last experience conducQng scholarly research?

•

Which research services or databases have you used in the past? Of these, can you think of things that you liked or
didn’t like about them?

•

As you do your research, how do you manage and keep track of the informaQon and resources you ﬁnd?

•

When you encounter a research roadblock, what do you typically do or whom do you turn to for help?

•

Have you ever parQcipated in one of Bentley’s Library Training workshops? If so, did you ﬁnd that it was helpful?
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APPENDIX C: USABILITY STUDY TASKS
• The following series of tasks were tested on both databases.
• Task 1 - Organic and Basic vs. Advanced Search: First, parQcipants were asked to
see what research is out there on the Grand Canyon, talk through their process,
select two resources the would consider using, and point out the reasons behind
their selecQons. They were also asked to idenQfy the perceived diﬀerences
between Basic and Advanced search opQons, as well as which search type they
preferred. Lastly, parQcipants were asked to explain their understanding of key
search features like “And/Or” queries and “Boolean.”
• Task 2 - Filtered Search: The next task focused on reviewing how parQcipants
handled ﬁltering opQons in both databases. They were told to limit their search to
resources that had been “evaluated by other academics in the ﬁeld” (i.e. peerreviewed), were dated between 1995 and 2015, and came from the U.S. NaQonal
Park Service group. They were also asked if they knew the meaning of “Interlibrary
Loan” as well as how they knew which resources they had complete access to (i.e.
“Full Text” HTML pages or PDFs).
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APPENDIX C: USABILITY STUDY TASKS (CONTINUED)
• Task 3 – Saving Research: In the third task, parQcipants were asked how they
would keep track of the resources they found if they needed to move on to
another paper. UX-GO iniQally framed this as “saving” resources, but later altered
the wording to see if the word “save” was suspect of word matching (no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in answers were observed).
• Individual Database Wrap-Up: ParQcipants were asked to complete the SUS
quesQonnaire and pick three adjecQves out of a list of 30 to describe their overall
experience with the database. They were also asked what they would change in the
database if given the chance and why, as well as whether or not they would
consider using the database for future scholarly research needs.
• Overall Session Wrap-Up: In this last secQon of the study, parQcipants were asked
to compare the two databases by answering 5 quesQons: Their overall preference,
comparaQve ease of use, parQcular features the liked in one database over the
other, the comparaQve visual appeal, and how they would consider using these
databases in the future.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
EBSCO Posi-ve Finding:
Visual Design is appealing
ParQcipants noted that
they thought the visual
design of EBSCO is
appealing. They thought
that the layout looked
professional and
trustworthy, which is
important to them when
conducQng research.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS

EBSCO Posi-ve Finding: “Reﬁne
Results” Side Panel on Search
Results Page
ParQcipants found this feature in
EBSCO to be compact and eﬃcient,
which gave it a clean look and made
it helpful when conducQng research.
ParQcipants seemed to understand
how to modify and reﬁne search
results using this in a way that was
consistent with their workﬂow.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
EBSCO Posi-ve Finding:
Search Results
Although parQcipants were not
always conﬁdent that their
search results were consistent
with their search queries, when
relevant resources were found,
they were ojen deemed to be
trustworthy. One parQcipant
noted her preference for the
“scienQﬁc” ﬁndings in EBSCO
versus more “editorialized”
ﬁndings in ProQuest.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS

EBSCO Posi-ve Finding:
Presence of Filters
When performing an
organic search, parQcipants
were able to point out the
presence of ﬁlters.
Although they did not
always ﬁnd the correct
ﬁlters, they understood
why/how ﬁlters would be
used in the search process.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS

EBSCO Posi-ve Finding:
Ar-cle Abstracts
ParQcipants appreciated
the fact that the abstracts
were easy for them to
scan. This was important in
their workﬂow, since they
typically scan abstracts to
judge the relevance of an
arQcle before reading it.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
EBSCO Posi-ve Finding:
Organic Search Process
ParQcipants were able to
successfully conduct and
navigate through an organic
search, while recognizing
terms like ‘full-text’ and
‘Interlibrary Loan.’
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
“Related Searches”
The “Related Searches”
secQon was deemed to be
well-placed and not
obtrusive. This secQon also
appeared easy to understand,
and oﬀered parQcipants
helpful keyword
recommendaQons.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Date Filter
The ProQuest date ﬁlter dropdown oﬀers several diﬀerent
ways to change the date (by
week, month, date range,
etc.), which makes it ﬂexible
and easy-to-use. One
parQcipant in parQcular really
appreciated this ﬂexibility.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Key Filter Placement
The opQons to choose fulltext, peer-reviewed, and
scholarly journal arQcles
are close to the search bar,
making them easier for
parQcipants to ﬁnd
(relaQve to EBSCO) when
conducQng a search.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS

ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Presence of Filters
When performing an
organic search, parQcipants
were able to point out the
presence of ﬁlters.
Although they did not
always ﬁnd the correct
ﬁlters, they understood
why and how they would
be used in the search
process.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Abstracts
ParQcipants appreciated
the fact that the abstracts
were easy for them to
scan. This was important in
their workﬂow, considering
that they typically scan
abstracts to judge the
relevance of an arQcle.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Organic Search Process
ParQcipants were able to
successfully conduct and
navigate through an
organic search, while
recognizing terms like ‘fulltext’ and ‘Find @ Bentley.’
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Subject Areas
ParQcipants thought that the
“Search Subject Areas”
secQon would help them be
more successful when
performing their research.
They felt like this would help
when narrowing a search
down from a broad topic.
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APPENDIX D: POSITIVE FINDINGS SCREENSHOTS
ProQuest Posi-ve Finding:
Basic Search
ParQcipants felt like the
Basic Search page met
their expectaQons – a
simple page where they
could perform a more
general search. This was
not ojen the case with
EBSCO’s basic search.
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APPENDIX E: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
ParQcipant
Number

Topic of Current or Last Research Paper / Project(s)

Assignment
DuraQon

% of Time Used to
Complete Assignment

P1

• RoboQcs and how the economy has been aﬀected

• 4-5 months

• 40%

P2

• Capstone on nuclear energy, policy, how it is generated,
challenges faced, causes of cancer

• 4.25 months

• 60%

P3

• New product and development for Harley Davidson;
secondary research to ﬁnd out what the market wants, what
people need, who the target market would be

• 2 months

• 25%

P4

• Analyzing a stock and how she would convince investors to
buy it

• 1 month

• 25%

P5

• (1) Diseases in Vietnam, (2) Liberal arts perspecQve on
theater in Europe (3) A ﬁnance driven topic

• 3 months

• 66%

P6

• Persuasive presentaQon of the legalizaQon of marijuana

• 1 month

• 50%

P7

• CreaQng a database for TripAdvisor, making it more user
friendly

• 3 months

• (did not collect this
informaQon)

P8

• Various company reports in the science, operaQons,
markeQng, accounQng ﬁelds for GB320 course

• Two weeks

• 88%
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APPENDIX E: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
ParQcipant
Number

First Step Taken

How They Conducted Research Overall

P1

• Searched Bentley Library databases

• Used EconLit because his professor suggested it and Google
• Focused on reading abstracts and idenQfying keywords

P2

• Library consultaQon as suggested by
professor

•
•
•
•

P3

• Searched Bentley Library databases by
subject and checked class research guides

• Searched various library databases and Google
• Considered interlibrary loan but found it faster to have her
friend at Cornell download and send to her

P4

• Chose three industries to focus on from a
list that her professor directed her to

• Searched a variety of library databases
• If she didn’t ﬁnd what she needed, she’d pick another topic

P5

• Used Bentley Library search bar

• Tried “throw spaghe~ at the wall approach” with a broad
search, then dove into speciﬁc databases

P6

• Searched databases through Bentley and
used Google to narrow her topic to
something speciﬁc

• Searched Bentley Library databases and Google
• What she found on Google guided her database work
• Received library assistant help

P7

• Visited teacher assistant’s website to see
Qps for the assignment

• Searched Gartner Research Database

P8

• Looked at mulQple library databases and
pulled up market reports on companies

• Searched Bentley Library databases
• Checked out books in the library
• Used Google
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Went through many databases on library website
Visited library
Sought professor help
Looked for recent news through Google

APPENDIX E: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
ParQcipant
Number

Databases They’ve Used

How they Hear About
Databases

PosiQves of Research
Process

NegaQves of Research
Process

P1

• EconLit

• Professor

• Abstracts and
keywords

• No abstracts

P2

• EBSCO

• Professor
• Library

• Lots of results, fast

• Redundant and
contradictory results

P3

• Minta, Google

• Professor
• Library research guides

• Databases organized
by topic or secQons

• Too much informaQon
with broad searches

P4

• Morning Star, Fast
Company, Bloomberg,
Yahoo! Finance

• Professor

• (did not collect this
informaQon)

• (did not collect this
informaQon)

P5

• JSTOR, PlexusNexus,
UNICEF, Wall Street
Journal, Google

• Past experience
• Google
• Professor

• When you know a
database’s strength

• When you don’t know
a databases strength
(i.e. JSTOR not good for
straight explanaQons)

P6

• EBSCO Host, ProQuest,
GitGIC, Ibis

• Professor
• Library research guides
• Library assistants

• (did not collect this
informaQon)

• Not sure how to
structure a search, esp.
with AND / OR

P7

• Gartner

• Professor

• When you get familiar
with a database

• None

P8

• EBSCO, Demographics
Now, Mintel, Google
Scholar, regular Google

• Library

• When you know
which database to go
to

• When you don’t know
which database to use
• Ge~ng outdated info
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APPENDIX E: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
ParQcipant Number

How they Manage Sources They Find

P1

• Print it out and have hardcopy, someQmes only prints ﬁrst few pages
• Downloads as PDFs
• Goes home and sorts through everything

P2

• Downloads PDFs into a local folder
• Takes notes from books

P3

• Writes everything down in a notebook and organizes it later
• Copy / pastes info or arQcle links into Google Docs to share with team

P4

• Downloads arQcles locally
• Shares arQcles with teammates via Google

P5

• 9/10 Qmes downloads to a local folder on desktop
• Bookmarks arQcles in his browser

P6

• Uses mulQple browser windows and tabs to sort through sources
• Creates quick bibliography

P7

• Saves unique IDs and names of arQcles he ﬁnds

P8

• Uses whiteboard to layout ideas
• Prints out resources and organizes into piles
• Copy / pastes info into a Word document
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APPENDIX E: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
ParQcipant
Number

How they Find Help When They Hit a Roadblock

Akended Library
Training?

Library Training
Helpful?

P1

• Goes to Google to ﬁnd keywords to improve search or to
ﬁnd full sources

• No

• n/a

P2

• Has an advisor
• Professor

• Yes

• No

P3

• Takes a step back to look for a diﬀerent approach
• Librarians helpful in picking databases

• Yes

• No

P4

• Doesn’t usually turn to people, will someQmes redirect
her project

• No

• n/a

P5

• Library research assistants

• Yes

• (did not collect
this informaQon)

P6

• Professor
• Library research guides
• Library assistants who come to class

• Yes

• Yes

P7

• Professor
• Yahoo
• Library faculty

• No

• n/a

P8

• Group members
• Roommates
• Talks it out with himself

• Yes

• Yes
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (EBSCO)
• Discussion of Organic Search – EBSCO
• 6 par-cipants ﬁltered their search
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 parQcipant chose “Abstract” before searching and put search term in quotaQons
1 parQcipant put search term into quotaQons without using ﬁlters
1 parQcipant used “And” and “Or” in their search
1 parQcipant used a Boolean search
1 parQcipate chose “Abstract” before searching without other ﬁlters
1 parQcipant narrowed the date range & limited to full text/scholarly reviewed results
1 parQcipant wanted to further ﬁlter the results, but did not understand the terms in
the drop-down

• Several factors were important to par-cipants when looking through results:
•
•
•
•

PDFs available
Titles & abstracts
Keywords
Broad results that would give them an overview

• Several par-cipants went back to further limit search when they could not ﬁnd
relevant results
•
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Quote: “These look really narrow, so I’m not sure I searched right.”
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (EBSCO)
• Discussion of Chosen Sources – EBSCO
• When par-cipants were asked to choose two sources from their list of search
results, they had a variety of criterion in mind:
• Relevant Qtle
• Relevant keywords
• Looks interesQng
• Abstract
• Summaries
• Availability of PDF
• Desire for Abstracts: “I really like when it gives you the abstract because you don’t
want to read through a whole ar9cle and then ﬁnd out it’s not relevant to you.”
• When asked about moving to the second page of search results, one par-cipant
said: “Some9mes there’s informa9on that hasn’t been updated in a while or gets
bogged down by things that match my search words more. Even if I go further than
the second page, I won’t go past the third page – I’ll try another database or rely on
the informa9on I already have.”
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (EBSCO)
•

Discussion of Basic/Advanced Search – EBSCO

•

Overall, parQcipants expected that Basic Search would be simpler, generate more general
results, and would show a single search bar.

•

Although par-cipants had similar expecta-ons of Basic Search, half felt like the actual
page met their expecta-ons while half did not.
• Some felt like the Basic Search page was simple, with acQons more compact
• Some felt like this page was too similar to Advanced Search and not “basic” enough

•
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•

“[I] did expect the single search bar, but all the other stuﬀ limi9ng your results – I was not
expec9ng any of that because when I think of Basic Search, I think as simple as possible. This
seems more like Advanced Search.”

•

"This is more complex than I expected Basic Search to be. [I] ﬁgured it would be Googleesque with just one search bar you could enter [informa9on]."

Par-cipants were divided when asked if they prefer Advanced or Basic Search
• 5 parQcipants chose Basic Search, so they could ﬁnd more general informaQon to start
their search. They all said they would then move on to Advanced Search.
• 3 parQcipants chose Advanced Search because they preferred using all the ﬁlters, and
did not think Basic Search was much diﬀerent.
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (PROQUEST)
• Discussion of Organic Search – ProQuest
• 4 par-cipants ﬁltered their search
•
•
•
•

1 parQcipant chose ‘abstract’ before searching
1 parQcipant chose ‘full text’ and ‘peer reviewed’
1 parQcipant chose ‘full text’
1 parQcipant chose ‘document text’ from the drop-down

• Several factors were important to par-cipants when looking through results:
•
•
•
•

PDFs available
Titles & abstracts
Keywords
Broad results that would give them an overview

• Several par-cipants further limited their search if they did not ﬁnd relevant results.
•
•

When she did not ﬁnd relevant results, one parQcipant noted: “I didn’t use quotes, maybe
that’s why I’m having problems”
One parQcipant said he needed to ﬁlter his search or “…give up on ProQuest at this point.”

• Several par-cipants also used the “Related Search” feature to reﬁne results
•
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However, parQcipants noted confusion regarding the related search syntax that appeared
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (PROQUEST)
• Discussion of Chosen Sources – ProQuest
• When par-cipants were asked to choose two sources, they had a variety of
criterion in mind:
• ‘Grand’ and ‘Canyon’ used together in a phrase
• Titles
• Abstract
• Keywords
• Relevance
• One parQcipant said that when deciding which resources to choose, he "opens
mul9ple things and then looks through all of them" at once.
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APPENDIX F: TASK 1 DETAILED FINDINGS (PROQUEST)
•

Discussion of Basic/Advanced Search – ProQuest

•

As with EBSCO, parQcipants overall expected that Basic Search would be simpler,
generate more general results, and would show a single search bar.

•

All par-cipants felt like Basic Search met their expecta-ons.
“Looks like it’s trying to be Google-like, which I
compliment it for. It’s preSy solid; it’s just the
one search. It looks good. If I wanted to do my
Booleans I would go to Advanced.”
Several parQcipants noQced the subject
category images, and felt like they would be
able to use those in their research

•

•

•

Par-cipants were divided when asked if they prefer Advanced or Basic Search
•
•
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4 parQcipants chose Basic Search, so they could ﬁnd more general informaQon to
start their search. They all said they would then move on to Advanced Search.
2 parQcipants chose Advanced Search because they preferred using all the ﬁlters
• “Advanced because if you know you need scholarly informa9on, you can
deﬁnitely search for that, and you can look for an Interlibrary Loan.”
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APPENDIX G: SAVING RESEARCH TASK FINDINGS
EBSCO
ParQcipant Number

Steps Take to Save Research in EBSCO

P1

• Clicked “Save” bukon on a Detailed Record page and viewed opQons
• He expected to see a download bukon or bookmark opQon

P2

• Saved the PDF directly via the embedded PDF reader

P3

• Clicked the “Add to Folder” icon – at ﬁrst unsure what it was, but found that she liked the idea
• She would also email it to herself, export the PDF, or copy the link and save it on her desktop

P4

• First clicked the “Save Searches/Alerts” text
• When in a PDF, she also clicked the “Add to Folder” icon. She was iniQally not sure what this does, but
noQced the folder icon up top and said that she would use this in the future.

P5

• Would open and save a PDF on his computer in a folder called “Research”
• Would also bookmark a resource for later
• He found the Folder opQon later on, and said he would consider trying it

P6

• Doesn’t see anything at ﬁrst - she doesn’t think “Share” is relevant
• Normally she just remembers what she searched or will copy the bibliography and go back later
• She doesn’t bother to explore the Folder icon – she’s not sure what it is based on the Qtle

P7

• Would download the PDF locally (via “Save” bukon in PDF browser) and organize it on his computer

P8

• First clicked the “Save Searches/Alerts” text
• Also within a detailed resource page, he would click the “Save” bukon for an HTML resource to save
the ﬁle externally in a project folder on his computer, or just save the PDF
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APPENDIX G: SAVING RESEARCH TASK FINDINGS
ProQuest
ParQcipant Number

Steps Take to Save Research in ProQuest

P1

• Would Export/Save to PDF and/or look into what “Save to My Research” does

P2

• Would either export as a PDF to print or email the ﬁle to herself

P3

• First clicked “Save to My Research”
• Would also copy and save the URL or email it to herself

P4

• First clicked “Save Search” instead of saving an individual resource
• Then clicked “Save to My Research” or “Export/Save” for an individual resource

P5

• Would download and save a PDF locally or bookmark it – this is easier than going back to ProQuest to
access old research
• He has used “Save to My Research” in the past when working on a diﬀerent computer than his own

P6

• Clicked “Save Search” and indicated that she would sign into My Research, though she has never tried
saving resources within a database before

P7

• He would download PDFs locally (via the PDF browser window) and organize it on his computer

P8

• He would save the PDF externally
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APPENDIX H: “ONE THING YOU WOULD CHANGE”
EBSCO Feedback:
• P1 – “Select a Field” Dropdowns – it was not clear what they are used for
• P2 – “Search History” alerts – the placement is not good, and it’s frustraQng how it
grows and inhibits her ability to see search results
• P3 – “Search History” alerts – unclear what it shows and is too big
• P4 – “Search History” alerts – she doesn’t understand what it is for (believes it to
be related searches by other users), and doesn’t need it
• P5 – Searches aren’t always relevant, so some reﬁnement of tool is needed
• P6 – “Search History” alerts - there is too much going on here and it’s not clear
what these do
• P7 – N/A (ran out of 9me to ask ques9on)
• P8 – The Qtle “EBSCO Host” is not clear – would prefer “EBSCO Research”
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APPENDIX H: “ONE THING YOU WOULD CHANGE”
ProQuest Feedback:
• P1 - “Select a Field” Dropdowns – sQll not clear (same as EBSCO)
• P2 – Would like the ability to search by organizaQons (which is possible – she
failed the task associated with this)
• P3 – Keep the AND/OR ﬁelds at the top of the search results pages, so it is
clearer how to update your search without starQng over
• P4 – A prominent download bukon should be placed at the bokom of a
resource page under the abstract (rather than having to scroll up)
• P5 – Searches aren’t always relevant, so some reﬁnement of tool is needed
(same as for EBSCO)
• P6 – Greater visual contrast would be desirable (too much white/gray)
• P7 – Oﬀer open textboxes instead of dropdown menus or checkboxes for
ﬁlters to enable beker searching within documents
• P8 – It looks unprofessional (aestheQcs seem geared towards high-schoolers)
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APPENDIX I: SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE (SUS)
• Par-cipants were asked to answer the following 10 ques-ons on a scale of 1 to 5,
where 1 meant “Strongly Disagree” and 5 meant “Strongly Agree”
1.

I think that I would like to use this research database frequently

2.

I found the research database unnecessarily complex

3.

I thought the research database was easy to use

4.

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this research database

5.

I found the various funcQons in this research database were well integrated

6.

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this research database

7.

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this research database very quickly

8.

I found the research database very cumbersome to use

9.

I felt very conﬁdent using the research database

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this research database
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APPENDIX I: SUS SCORE BY PARTICIPANT
ParQcipant #

EBSCO

ProQuest

1

47.5

55

2

92.5

75

3

45

72.5

4

85

77.5

5

62.5

65

6

55

75

7

37.5

62.5

8

85

90

indicates the beker score of the two
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APPENDIX J – 3 ADJECTIVE WORD LIST
At the conclusion of the tasks for each database, UX-GO asked parQcipants to
choose 3 adjecQves that they felt best described the given system. These
included the following words:
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Accessible

Diﬃcult

IntuiQve

Appealing

Easy to use

Organized

Boring

EﬀecQve

Overwhelming

Busy

Eﬃcient

Professional

Clean

FrustraQng

Slow

Complex

Hard to use

Stressful

Comprehensive

Impressive

Time-consuming

Confusing

Inconsistent

Time-saving

Consistent

IneﬀecQve

UnakracQve

Dated

InnovaQve

Understandable
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APPENDIX J – 3 ADJECTIVES BY PARTICIPANT
ParQcipant

3 EBSCO AdjecQves (in no parQcular order)

3 ProQuest AdjecQves (in no parQcular order)

1

Complex, IntuiQve, Professional

FrustraQng, Unorganized, Understandable

2

Accessible, Appealing, Eﬃcient

Boring, Consistent, Understandable

3

Complex, Hard to Use, Time-consuming

Accessible, Clean, Understandable

4

Clean, Organized, Understandable

Accessible, Comprehensive, EﬀecQve

5

Comprehensive, EﬀecQve, Time-Consuming

Accessible, Clean, IneﬀecQve

6

Accessible, Busy, FrustraQng

Busy, Professional, Time-Consuming

7

Complex, Diﬃcult, Professional

Confusing, Consistent, Organized

8

Accessible, Easy to Use, Organized

Clean, UnakracQve, Understandable

See Video 9mestamp 56:22 for addi9onal explana9ons regarding adjec9ve selec9on
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
Between the two databases you worked with today, which one do you prefer
overall and why?
• 3 of the par-cipants preferred EBSCO and 5 of the par-cipants preferred
ProQuest. Following are some quotes and suppor-ng ra-onale:
• The posiQve aspects of EBSCO stated by the parQcipants included:
•

“It looks nicer”: Visual acuity

•

“I trust it more”: Relevance of search results

•

“I’ve been using it for years”: Long-term usage

• The posiQve aspects of ProQuest stated by the parQcipants included:
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•

“Oﬀers more op9ons”: Filtering op9ons

•

“More relevant”: Relevance of search results to desired research objec9ves

•

“Less complex”: Simplicity of search bar
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
Which database was easier to use? Why?
• 2 of the par-cipants found EBSCO and 6 of the par-cipants found ProQuest
easier to use. Following are some quotes suppor-ng par-cipant perspec-ves:
• The posiQve aspects of EBSCO stated by the parQcipants included:
•

“Everything seems spelled out easier with EBSCO.”

•

“Easier to modify and reﬁne search in EBSCO.”

•

“Side-panel is more compact and eﬃcient.”

• The posiQve aspects of ProQuest stated by the parQcipants included:
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•

“Interface was beSer and the results were more relevant.”

•

“Source types and document types helped”

•

“EBSCO was more useful but Proquest was easier”
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
Which database enabled you to beber complete your research objec@ves when studying the
Grand Canyon?
•

Despite the perceived ease of use of ProQuest over EBSCO, 4 par-cipants said they thought
they were bever able to achieve their research objec-ves on EBSCO (versus 2 par9cipants for
ProQuest - 2 par9cipants didn’t have 9me for this ques9on)

•

Why EBSCO allowed Grand Canyon research objec-ves to be bever achieved:

•
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•

Key words were clearer and the search results seemed more relevant comparaQvely

•

More arQcles of interest came up in the search, and they seemed more scienQﬁc rather
than editorialized/opinionated like with ProQuest

•

While EBSCO seemed more complicated at ﬁrst, once the search was properly adjusted,
beker results came forth in the long-run

•

“I feel [in] ProQuest I created my parameters more, but maybe they weren’t correct,
while EBSCO I feel like I got more stuﬀ from the parameters I created.”

Why ProQuest allowed Grand Canyon research objec-ves to be bever achieved:
•

The results felt more irrelevant in EBSCO, but it might have been because the parQcipant
quesQoned if she was doing the search correctly

•

The ﬁltering opQons on the Advanced Search Page were preferable when searching
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
Are there par@cular features you liked in one database over the other? Why?
• Preferred features of EBSCO included:
•

The ability to modify a search from the results page is easy

•

The overall professional look makes it feel more legiQmate

• Preferred features of ProQuest
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•

The “Search Subject Area” image Qles (3 parQcipants said this)

•

The placement of the “Related Searches” area at the top of the
page is less obtrusive than the “Search History” area on EBSCO

•

The mulQple ways to select a date range (by week, month, etc.)

•

The opQons to select full text and peer-reviewed arQcles are
closer to the search bar, so were easier to see than in EBSCO

•

How the ﬁlters within search results pages are on the right side rather the lej
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
Which did you ﬁnd more visually appealing? Why?
•

In terms of visual appeal, par-cipants were divided between EBSCO and ProQuest.

• The posiQve visual aspects of EBSCO are summarized in the following quotes:
•

“There is a huge focus on research results in EBSCO, bigger than on ProQuest, which
has more white space and squishes the results”

•

“I like the blue color…sol, visually appealing to me.”

•

“EBSCO has lower contrast; in ProQuest it’s hard to read results, it has more colors.”

• The posiQve visual aspects of ProQuest are summarized in the following quotes:
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•

“I like how it doesn’t take up the whole page, the eye doesn’t see the whole page.”

•

“It has a cleaner look to it. I like the interface”

•

“The design is clear and organized, and easy to preview”
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APPENDIX K: DATABASE WRAP-UP QUESTIONS
How would either of these databases ﬁt into your future research workﬂow?
•

In terms of database preference for future research, 2 par-cipants chose EBSCO, 2
par-cipants chose ProQuest and 4 par-cipants chose both of them.

• The following quotes summarize a preference of EBSCO over ProQuest:
•

“Deﬁnitely EBSCO. I am so loyal to that database.”

•

“The layout makes me feel like I am doing professional work.”

•

“I used EBSCO before. First EBSCO, then Proquest.”

• The following quotes summarize a preference of ProQuest over EBSCO:
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•

“EBSCO was too professional. Proquest looked easier to use.”

•

“I used ProQuest before, so I am more into it.”

•

“More user friendly, easier to understand”
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM
• UserTesQng.com is a popular tool that allows for asynchronous and rapid
usability tesQng with anonymous parQcipants
• EBSCO’s internal User Experience team frequently employs
UserTesQng.com, and therefore wanted to share the tool with UX-GO
• To see how the results of the actual usability study compared to a broader
populaQon of students outside of Bentley, UX-GO conducted a short study
on UserTesQng.com with 3 parQcipants
• UX-GO team members did not want to share personal Bentley Library log-in
credenQals with anonymous parQcipants, so the UserTesQng.com study only
included qualitaQve interview quesQons from the original study as well as
basic interface quesQons based on screenshots of the 2 databases. Actual
tasks on the systems could not be completed.
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM STUDY QUESTIONS
Screener Criteria: 18-25 years old; Full-Qme graduate or undergraduate student;
Conducted scholarly research within the last 3 months
Scenario: “Please think about the last Qme you had to write a paper that required
scholarly research.”
Interview Ques-ons:
• Approximately how much Qme was there between when the assignment was
given and the due date? How soon did you start the research process before this
due date?
• What was the ﬁrst step you took to start the research process?
• What scholarly resources did you use to help write the paper, and how did you
ﬁnd out about them?
• Do you remember anything especially posiQve or negaQve about this last
experience conducQng scholarly research?
• In general, as you do your scholarly research, how do you manage and keep track
of the informaQon and resources you ﬁnd?
• When you encounter a research roadblock, what do you typically do or whom do
you turn to for help?
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM STUDY QUESTIONS
Prototype for Task-Based Ques-ons: hSp://vovljz.axshare.com/ebsco.html
Task-Based Ques-ons:
• Please direct your akenQon to the given link. What is your ﬁrst impression of
Screen A? Do you think it would be easy or diﬃcult to conduct academic
research using this database, and why?
• Please click the "next" bukon and look for the red boxes that appear in the
upper-lej corner of Screen A. How would you use the AND/OR/NOT dropdown, if at all? What does the word "Boolean" mean to you?
• Please click the "next" bukon. What is your ﬁrst impression of Screen B? Do
you think it would be easy or diﬃcult to conduct academic research using this
database, and why?
• Please click the "next" bukon, and look for the red box that appears in the
upper-lej corner of Screen B. What would you expect to see on the "Basic
Search" page?
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM STUDY FINDINGS
• Some ﬁndings from the UserTes-ng.com study include the following:
•

ParQcipants typically keep track of the resources they ﬁnd while doing research in
a word document or in tabs on their browser.

•

ParQcipants have never heard of Boolean phrasing. They either know or have a
sense of what AND/OR/NOT stand for.

•

Although 2 parQcipants did not fully understand the task to compare Basic vs.
Advanced search, they shared the noQon that basic search should be simpler.

•

The EBSCO screenshot was perceived as useful, usable and a good ﬁt for academic
research, while the ProQuest screenshot was perceived as being easy to use.

• This was a great opportunity to explore a popular industry tool, and to iden-fy
trends that are consistent with students both at and outside of Bentley.
• UX-GO found that the parQcipants experienced some confusion over how the
quesQons were presented, and the feedback suﬀered accordingly. This
underscores the beneﬁts of having a human moderator to clarify confusion, as
well as the importance of making sure that studies conducted through
UserTesQng.com are as clear as possible.
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM STUDY FINDINGS
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QuesQons

ParQcipant 1

ParQcipant 2

ParQcipant 3

Due date for last
research / when you
began research

I had 3-4 weeks, started
1 week before.

I had 1 week, started
right away.

I had a couple weeks,
started a couple days ago.

The ﬁrst step you
took to start
research

Everything was marked
up (i.e. he had clear
research steps to follow)

In EBSCO, I select full
text, scholarly type,
document type and click.

Type on the search bar
and go.

Scholarly resources
used

None, to be honest.

EBSCO

N/A

Posi@ve or nega@ve
experiences during
research

Finding research results
was diﬃcult.

N/A

None

Keeping track of
resources

Word pad or note pad

MulQple tabs or URLs

Word document or in a
tab in the browser
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APPENDIX L: USERTESTING.COM STUDY FINDINGS
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QuesQons

ParQcipant 1

ParQcipant 2

ParQcipant 3

What they do if they
encounter a
research roadblock

He goes to forums and
ﬁnds formaked results.

Uses Google Scholar

Searches deeper, asks the
professor, or changes the
topic

Thoughts on EBSCO
(main screen)

Covers everything I could
use. Looks useful. Why
are right hand columns
not aligned?

I like Full Text, Scholarly
and Document type
opQons.

I like EBSCO. Easy to use.
Gives all types of
resources. Good for
academic research.

AND/OR/NOT and
Boolean phrases

I use AND a lot, they are
for narrowing. Boolean
means true/false? No
idea at all.

AND/OR helps to
opQmize the search. I
don’t know Boolean.

AND/OR is to search for
more than one topic. For
Boolean, I have no clue.

Thoughts on
ProQuest (main
screen)

It looks easier. Subject
area customizaQon looks
useful.

Used before, user friendly
and easy to ﬁnd. I prefer
EBSCO.

Never used before. Looks
similar to EBSCO. Looks
easy.

Advanced vs. Basic
Search

Was it Advanced (by
default)? Basic has to be
like Google.

Every document with
search Qtles should be in
Basic Search.

Basic would include nonﬁltered results I guess.
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APPENDIX M: VIDEO REEL FROM TESTING SESSIONS
•

Considering that EBSCO contacts did not akend any of the usability test sessions, UX-GO created a
video reel capturing key insights from the study. This is intended to reinforce ﬁndings and oﬀer EBSCO
a resource for beker understanding research habits of Bentley students.

•

Link to Video:
hkps://www.dropbox.com/s/vqgxp7wgzkewl5z/UXGO_EBSCOUsabilityStudy_HighlightReel.mov?dl=0

•

Notable Timestamps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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00:08 - QualitaQve Interview - General Research Habits
05:17 - QualitaQve Interview - Research & Google
08:28 - Search Process Insights – EBSCO
14:01 - Search Process Insights – ProQuest
21:47 - Basic Search ExpectaQons (EBSCO & ProQuest combined)
27:51 - Thoughts on And/Or and Boolean
32:27 - Saving Research (EBSCO & ProQuest combined)
40:10 - EBSCO Preferences
44:00 - ProQuest Preferences
50:45 - One thing to change about EBSCO
53:54 - One thing to change about ProQuest
56:22 - RaQonale behind 3 adjecQves (EBSCO)
1:01:51 - RaQonale behind 3 adjecQves (ProQuest)
1:07:39 - Which database would you use in the future?
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